More Suitable For Video Entertainment
Portable Home Theater Projector

GP70 Series

This Guide includes all the feature operations and troubleshooting necessary to install and operate your new GP70 Portable Home Theater Projector. Please view this manual thoroughly to ensure proper installation and operation of this product.

VISIT US ONLINE:
Have a question?
Need service or repair?
Want to leave a comment?

The instructions of this manual are for you reference about the Product. There maybe differences due to updates. Please check manufacturer’s website to obtain the latest version of the instruction manual. Different models have different functions, with different OSD display, these differences please contact your supplier. The series contains all the content of the basic version and the Android version.
CONTENTS

Education projector. Video playback is the main function.

Remote control included. Use the remote control to operate the projector from a distance.

Note:

Remote control included.

Horizontal position.

Vertical position.

Do not look directly into the projector when in use.

Do not cover the lens of the projector.

Do not touch the projector with chemical cleaning agents.

Important

Highlights
Rear Panel

Front Panel

Basic model: GP770
AS YOUR DIFFERENT MODELS

High Panel

Upgrade model: GP700UP
Different Input Source

- Selecting the Input Source
- Press the SOURCE button or press "Ⅲ" in the remote controller.

When turned on, you visualize the start menu.

How to use

This menu is only available for USB connection. Refer to the user manual to know the mode of use.

GP70 Smart Source UI

GP70 Smart Source UI

USB SD HDMI1 HDMI2 AV PC RGB

USB SD HDMI1 HDMI2 AV PC RGB

USB SD HDMI1 HDMI2 AV PC RGB
3. Place the device into a stable surface and focus the image.

4. Adjusting the volume

Turn the lens until the image will be clear.

For different models, different parameters are expressed. Some of the core product parameters will appear as icons as follows.
RETAILER INFORMATION

Name of the retailer:

RETURNED INFORMATION

(a) If you lose the warranty card we can reissue it if you show the invoice or purchase receipt.

(b) The consumer can also claim the warranty service in the purchase establishment.

(c) If the product has been damaged by an accident, its condition or misuse or under repair by unauthorized personnel, it may not be repaired or replaced.

(d) If the product is still within the warranty time, the company will repair it free of charge.

(e) This warranty card can be presented when warranty service is required.

CONDITIONS

The date of purchase:

The said item is warranted for Three Years from

This equipment is warranted against defects in workmanship and materials to the original purchaser for Three Years from

WARANTY

Product name:Portable Projector
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